
holiday Surthriveal guide
Enjoy your food... without the guilt!



Tips for healthy eating.

Encouragement for avoiding overconsumption.

The usual…

 

And with it, the official “kick-off” of the holiday season! The holidays are awesome: family and friends,

food, and plenty of memories to be made (and remembered).

 

While the holidays are something to be treasured, they can also be a time of added stress and anxiety

for many of us: stress about our health or body composition; about hosting; about keeping up with the

seemingly immeasurable number of parties or obligations.

 

Yes, the holidays are awesome, but they can also feel like “a lot."

 

You have likely seen these sorts of “survival guides” out there for the holidays before.

 

 

We wanted to take a different spin on the survival guide concept. We don’t feel like the holidays

are something you should try to “survive” through. This language speaks to fear and anxiety,

and, if anything, when framed in this manner, it is possible that these well-intentioned guides can

actually feed the problem instead of helping!

 

So, instead of a “survival guide,” we have created a “SurTHRIVEal Guide” filled with tips

(some expected and some maybe not as expected) that can help you not only survive the

holiday season, but THRIVE through it.

 

We hope you enjoy reading this as much as we enjoyed creating it!

 

Sincerely,

 

 

Your AFS FitFam

Thanksgiving week is finally upon us!
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Stay mindful during meals by slowing down and taking the time to fully enjoy your food!

This may be the one time to enjoy a majority of these special dishes so savor the flavor in

every bite. By taking your time and socializing, this gives your brain the time to assess

when you’re full.

 

Eat until you are satisfied, not stuffed. You should never feel like you need to restrict

yourself at holiday meals from the foods you love. Instead focus on enjoying these foods

and avoid wasting room on your plate with foods you know are not your favorite. If there are

multiple foods you want to try, ask for leftovers and spread them out during the week. No

need to feel like you have to try all 10 side dishes or 5 pies in one day!

 

Treat this day like any other, make sure to drink adequate water and enjoy the delicious

fruit and vegetable dishes that people bring on at least a quarter of your plate. Your body

will feel more energized and your stomach will thank you if you make sure that you

balance out your plate to include nutrient-dense options as well! This helps to ensure you

are getting fiber, vitamins, and minerals that are beneficial to digestion along with many

other metabolic processes!

 

When you think of the holidays, what comes to mind? For some

it may be celebrating with loved ones or going out and cutting

down that Christmas tree, but for many FOOD comes to mind.

Unfortunately, the holidays can also become stressful with the

gifted baked treats, grandma's home-baked cookies, and the

endless social gatherings which all seem to be centered around

food. Keep these nutrition tips in your toolbox to ensure that

nutrition remains a priority and that you can avoid feelings of

shame or deprivation during the holiday season!

Your Holiday healthy eating Toolbox
By Bella Diaz, MS, RDN

Cont. on next page
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Provide a healthy side to share! If you don’t typically include a salad, vegetables, or fruit

with your Thanksgiving or holiday meal, make a simple dish this year. Pairing seasonal

produce items is the perfect addition to your meal providing more diverse nutrient profiles

and various flavors! An easy go-to could be roasting your favorite vegetables with olive oil

and sea salt. You could also make a squash medley or try roasting up some Brussels

sprouts with onion and diced sweet potatoes.

 

Spice up your foods by utilizing herbs and spices. This is an easy was to add flavor to

meats and vegetables by using salt-free seasonings. Some fall/winter favorites include:

allspice, ginger, nutmeg, clove, cinnamon, paprika, cardamom, rosemary, and sage.!

 

Your Holiday healthy eating Toolbox
By Bella Diaz, MS, RDN Continued

Incorporate more Monounsaturated Fats!

Try using more olive oil or avocado oil

instead of solely butter or margarine.

These contain antioxidants to help lower

cholesterol levels. They can be used

when roasting up your meats or

vegetables or even as baking substitutes.

 

Add chia/flax seeds - Just a few tbsps of

these nutrient-packed foods can add a

ton of omega-3 fatty acids and fiber in

your baked goods or salads.

Add some nutrient-density to your food this holiday and help the whole family by giving the gift

of health (and happiness when they taste how delicious)!

Nourishing holiday baking tips

Add a fruit or vegetable - Take your

traditional recipes and add your favorite

fruit or vegetable to boost the nutrient

profile. 

 

Utilize whole-grain flour. When a recipe

calls for all-purpose flour, try using at least

½ of the amount it calls for with whole-

grain flour. This will boost the nutrient

profile, provide more fiber, and give you

are more dense and satisfying result.

 

To add moisture to baked goods: try

using pumpkin puree, Greek yogurt,

mashed banana, or avocado!
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Hosting, family stress, and the holiday blues
By Corinne Albrecht, Admin Manager, AFS Ann Arbor

Hosting for the holidays can be as much of a joy-bringer as it is

a stressful experience, and it’s very easy to fall into the “oh my

goodness, did I overdo the potatoes” mindset. Hosts: this

holiday season, keep your eyes off the dishes and put them on

your loved one’s faces! Watch their happiness as they enjoy

the food you’ve prepared, listen to the warm and bright

conversations around the table, and most importantly: pause

and be present.

Your loved ones aren’t here because you get dessert on the table exactly at 8:15pm; they’re here

for you and for each other. If things went so wrong that you need to order a pizza, heck, do it! Not

to mention any mishaps become fun stories for the years to come—how many times will I hear the

story of when Grandma put salt instead of sugar in the pumpkin pie?

For the Host:

Let’s be honest: as much as we love them, sometimes family get-togethers test our patience. For

those of you worried about losing that patience, here are a couple tips to keep your cool.

Familial Stress:

Remember those around you! Are there children who would rather discuss their favorite

TV shows, or rather make cookies with you? Does your cousin seem uncomfortable? Be

mindful of those around you who want to make memories—perhaps this isn’t the time. 

 

Disengaging is not giving up. Whatever the argument, leaving it does not mean you’ve

“lost.” Be okay letting things go.

 

Pivot! If you’re being instigated, direct attention to brighter things: “I’d much rather discuss

how great Grandma did on these veggies.”

 

Ask yourself, and maybe even the other person, “What are you trying to achieve?” What is

the ultimate goal of the conversation? You might realize it’s not that deep, or you don’t

care enough to have an argument about it anyway.
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Hosting, family stress, and the holiday blues
By Corinne Albrecht, Admin Manager, AFS Ann Arbor Continued

As happy the holidays are for many of us, there are still those of us who find the holidays to be

empty, lonely, or painful. Some won’t be able to make the trip home despite the desire to be there.

For everyone who hurts during the holidays, take the time to reinvest in yourself and make new joy

from the old pain. Set your boundaries—if decorating makes your heart hurt, it’s okay to not do it!

—and then search out ways to find peace.

 

Swaddle yourself in your favorite blanket and have a movie marathon. Pick up a new hobby, like

yoga or cross-stitching. Do certain smells make you happy? Buy a couple candles! Do you have

friends you’d like to reconnect with? Reach out! Family can be found anywhere and in anyone,

and joy can be uncovered in even the darkest places.

Holiday Unhappiness:
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Staying present, remaining true to you, and

showing up as your best self
By Eileen McNally, Fitness Practitioner, AFS Rochester

Do you ever wonder why you feel unnecessarily stressed or

anxious prior or during a friend/family get together? For the most

part, it’s because we haven’t taken the time to check in with

ourselves. If we practice becoming more calm it can filter into the

rest of our day. If we practice tuning into our inner voice, we can

know what would be best for us. If we realize that we can impact

the level of meaningful conversations we partake in, we can have

a much more enjoyable time. Lastly, if we recognize the gift of it all

we can fill our minds with more gratitude and take in the present

moment.

Before you head to a family get together or even head downstairs to open gifts, give yourself at

least 5 minutes. Choose a guided meditation from the app Insight Timer or your favorite

instrumental song that relaxes you. Close your eyes, relax your shoulders, soften your jaw and just

focus on breathing in and breathing out. It’s okay if your mind starts to wander or if you start to

think about the pie you will be having for breakfast... the idea is that you are taking full deep

breaths and that will, without a doubt, calm your nervous system. 

 

Top tip: just a couple, full deep breaths throughout the day will do ya good too.

But first, breathe.

...with yourself. Being true to yourself is all about having the awareness of your inner dialogue. Ask

yourself: What do I need right now more than anything? How am I doing, really? Do I really want

this? Do I truly want to go to (insert event)? What’s my energy level at? How is my mindset

today? With this, you can do what you need to do to show up as your best self. The key

component? Be extremely honest with yourself.

Have better conversations...
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Staying present, remaining true to you, and

showing up as your best self
By Eileen McNally, Fitness Practitioner, AFS Rochester

Don't be afraid to get up and walk away.

Continued

Those awkward conversations about when you will be dating... why you aren’t getting a

Masters degree… or a triggering conversation about your Aunt Susan’s diet that you don’t want

anything to do with… These moments will come up. It’s up to you to choose how to react. You

actually can create a physical boundary and remove yourself from the conversation (get some

fresh air) or you can create a verbal boundary and simply say nothing at all or that you aren’t in

the mood to chat about it. It might feel weird at first, but once you set the boundary it’s not likely

going to happen again. Stand your ground.

Did you know these holidays only come around once a year?! It’s a rare occasion that we all find

the time to get to be with the people with love all in the same room, enjoy special/yummy food,

and celebrate the season. Look up from your phone. Take a moment to actually see those

around you.

 

See the different textures in your meal. Hear Grandpa George’s belly laugh. Don’t be so serious

and partake in the game of charades. Hug your niece a little tighter. Look your sister in the eyes

and genuinely thank her for helping you cook. 

 

Take in the gift of the moment.

Pause, look around, and take it all in.
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Thanksgiving toolbox:

maintaining an exercise routine
By Chris Eskin, General Manager, AFS Plymouth

The holidays are fast approaching, which means nothing but

relaxation and stress free times... NOT.  We all know that, around the

holidays, things tend to get a bit more hectic.

 

With a more hectic schedule, it's very easy to let things that were

once part of your daily routine--like exercise--fall to the wayside.  I

am here to give you some ideas on how to maintain your exercise

routine through the chaos that is Thanksgiving!

This could mean getting up an extra hour before the rest of the family gets up, or staying up a bit

later than everyone else to slip off to the gym or hit the treadmill or bike in the basement.  The

nice thing about gyms nowadays, they are open 24 hours a day (or host 7:30am Fitness

Solutions classes), which is nice when it comes to needing to adjust your workout schedule. By

simply moving your workout earlier or pushing it later, you are able to enjoy time with your loved

ones while staying committed to your workout goal for the week.

Change the time of day you exercise.

Another thing that can help you stay on track during Thanksgiving is to take advantage of

cooking time.  We all have seen those posts on facebook during huge events like the Super

Bowl that says things like “do 10 pushup for every penalty flag thrown” or “20 squats for every

beer commercial”.  You can apply the same idea to when you cook. For example:

 

 

 

 

 

 

Perform a Squat Hold while

peeling vegetables

 

Perform 10 up/downs after

loading the dishwasher

 

Turn cooking time into exercise time.

Do a 30 second plank after each

baste of the turkey

 

Perform 15 pushups after setting

a place at the dinner table
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Thanksgiving toolbox:

maintaining an exercise routine
By Chris Eskin, General Manager, AFS Plymouth

 

Minute 1
1 Squat

1 Push Up

1 Crunch

 

Rest the remaining time

 

Minute 2
2 Squat

2 Push Ups

2 Crunch

 

Rest the remaining time

 

 

Repeat this ramping protocol until the timer goes off.  Trust me when I say you will feel like you

got a workout in, all while staying in the comfort of your own home.

Don’t try to over complicate your workout and work with what you have.  As I have said before,

it's hard enough to get a workout in, let alone going to the actual gym!  Even if you set aside 20

minutes to perform a bodyweight workout with just a couple of moves, that's better than

nothing.  One thing that I like to give clients is the “Turkey Basting Challenge.” The concept is

simple: set a timer between bastings (which comes out to about 20 minutes) and perform a

ramping “every minute on the minute” workout until the time goes off.  Here's an example:

 

 

Keep it simple.

Continued
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Thanksgiving toolbox:

maintaining an exercise routine
By Chris Eskin, General Manager, AFS Plymouth

Get the family involved.

Continued

 

It is common to get a workout in in an effort to prepare your body for the massive meal to come. 

Why not get the whole family involved? One of the busiest days of the year for us at Applied

Fitness Solutions is Thanksgiving, believe it or not.  Come show off your favorite class and

instructor to your family and friends that are in town for Thanksgiving. Trust me, they will thank

you later!

Get the family involved.

Did you know that the average American works 50 hours per week?  It's quite understandable

to want to kick your feet up during a holiday weekend and relax. That's why, when the holidays

roll around, it's okay to adjust your expectations. To combat the negative emotions and feelings

of missing the gym, simply adjust your workout expectations for that week.  Instead of going to

the gym 4 times, adjust your goal to getting in 2 times and 1 20-minute walk over the weekend.

That way, there is a sense of accomplishment at the end of the week instead of a feeling of

defeat and frustration.

 

In the end, it is important to spend time with your friends and family during the holiday season. 

These are just a few tips to help you stay on track with your fitness goals while still being able to

enjoy company and good times. Talk about baking your pie and eating it too! I hope that you all

have a Happy Thanksgiving and Happy Holidays, from all of us at Applied Fitness Solutions!
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